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Green School 

General Emergency Response Procedure 

 

 

Fire Earthquake 
1. If you see fire, please alarm the Kul-Kul 
2. Inform security of the location of fire 
3. Students put on their shoes and line up. 
4. Students line up without talking. 
5. Teacher or CA takes emergency response folder and flags. 
6. Teacher and Classroom Assistant is line leader and ender. 
7. Students should not leave the classroom until the teacher 

has given the instruction to do so. 
8. Do not merge with another class along the way. 
9. Students should walk purposely to the Emergency 

Assembly Area (EAA) without talking. 
10. Stay in a line, remain calm and silent. 
11. Students remain in orderly and silent lines in the EAA until 

further instructions. 
12. At EAA the teacher takes attendance and use flags. 

1. “Down on your knee; eyes on me". 

2. Students put on their shoes and line up. 
3. Students line up without talking. 
4. Teacher or CA takes emergency response folder and flags. 
5. Teacher and Classroom Assistant is line leader and ender. 
6. Students should not leave the classroom until the teacher         

has given the instruction to do so. 
7. Do not merge with another class along the way. 
8. Students should walk purposely to the Emergency       

Assembly Area (EAA) without talking. 
9. Stay in a line, remain calm and silent. 

10. Students remain in orderly and silent lines in the EAA until           
further instructions. 

11. At EAA the teacher takes attendance and use flags. 

Volcano Intruder 
1. Wait on instructions via PA system, Whatsapp or sms-blast. 
2. Students put on their shoes and line up. 
3. Students line up without talking. 
4. Teacher or CA takes emergency response folder and flags. 
5. Teacher and Classroom Assistant is line leader and ender. 
6. Students should not leave the classroom until the teacher 

has given the instruction to do so. 
7. Do not merge with another class along the way. 
8. Students should walk purposely to the Emergency 

Assembly Area (EAA) without talking. 
9. Stay in a line, remain calm and silent. 

10. Students remain in orderly and silent lines in the EAA until 
further instructions. 

11. At EAA the teacher takes attendance and use flags. 

1. Upon receiving a mobile notification and/or hearing 
alarming sound (i.e. gunshot, or explosion) start dispersal 
procedures. 

2. All personal property and possessions should be left 
behind. 

3. Line up and remain calm and quiet.  
4. Guide students to safe areas away by emergency exit route. 
5. Teacher and Classroom Assistant is line leader and ender. 
6. Faculty in close proximity to washrooms has to ensure that 

there are no students present during an evacuation. 
7. Faculty not with students, join a group of students/class. 
8. Gain distance away from school grounds ASAP. 
9. Maintain silent and avoid any non-essential calls. 

10. Upon reaching the local Banjar teachers take attendance to 
ensure that all students are accounted for. 

11. Remain in position until instructed otherwise by emergency 
personnel. Please note that this may take some time and you will need 

to keep students as quiet and patient as possible. 

 

 


